Penvision PenPusher

The award winning router client

PenPusher is the fastest router on the market and combines two-way transfer of messages, photos and files with the pen documents. PenPusher fulfills and supports all the requirements of mobile messaging and enables full workflow support by the simple use of digital pen, paper and a mobile device.

PenPusher - messaging and routing software
The main function of PenPusher is to simplify the transfer of digital pen and paper documents from most types of mobile devices and PC’s, and thereby offer a flexible digital pen communication from any location. Documents can be transferred directly to backend systems, e-mail or SMS recipients in rapid speeds. PenPusher is the fastest router client on the market.

Convenience
The user-friendly PenPusher transfers pen documents from mobile devices to a network based server. All documents, either of standard design or customised, are sent using the standard GPRS/3G system without the need to exchange ISP settings and allowing for automatic roaming between operators.

PenPusher and Formidable
PenPusher Pro is closely integrated with the Penvision Formidable Digital Pen & Paper Platform thereby allowing rapid exchange of handwritten forms, messages, forms and photos for further transfer to external backend systems.

Supported platforms
PenPusher supports a variety of platforms such as Android, Symbian S60, Windows Mobile, J2ME, BlackBerry and Windows PC. Read more about supported devices on our webpage.

Mobile screen shots

Inbox
Pen documents arrive in the inbox and are sent according to personal settings.

Settings
PenPusher can be customised to personal choice.

Validation
Validate interpreted data directly in the phone.
This is PenPusher.

**PenPusher mobile and PC**
PenPusher offers extended functionality combining two-way transfer of messages, photos and files with the pen documents. PenPusher fulfills and supports all the requirements of mobile messaging and enables full work-flow support by the simple use of digital pen, paper and a mobile device or a PC.

**Write & send**
Whether in network range or not, PenPusher will store the documents and transfer to the backend system as soon as possible. PenPusher will also automatically send document status information back through the same communication channel using various graphic symbols giving a good overview of the whole transfer process.

**User experience**
PenPusher is a professional tool. Feedback, user information and comments gained from live trials are the basis for the design and graphical interface of the PenPusher. The result is a user-friendly, adaptable, efficient and reliable platform providing an excellent overview. A simple and easy to use registration procedure is available in PenPusher.

**Key features in PenPusher**
- Send digital pen messages and receive customised response
- Reliable GPRS/3G/WiFi communication and simple configuration
- Detailed overview and history
- Unified graphical user interface in all platforms
- Receive miniature forms for review and editing of handwritten data
- Support for workflows
- Combine photographs or other types of files from device
- Visual control when GPRS/3G/WiFi is online/offline
- Collect GPS coordinates from user position.

**PenPusher and Formidable**
PenPusher is included in the Penvision Formidable package and cost you nothing extra. With Formidable you will get free access to all versions of PenPusher for free distribution.